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When I am talking^today^the Art and Craft panorama 
in India, I am not doing so as an art historian or ethno-

ponds to it with profit. Normally as artists we tend to 
be tied to our personal horizons - our perceptions, concepts 
and the images as arise from their interaction. These are 
our immediate concerns. But ..when we look beyond^the larger 
scene around us _ of visual creativity - is bound to force 
our attention, especially if ±t is as large and varied as it 
is in my country. Whether we want to take notice of it,or 
turn our backs on it,is certainly our choice. There are 
artists in my country who consider such an interest a dis
traction, or burden, or even a fcetreat and make the latter 
choice. H± But I do the opposite. I find my country's art 
and craft environment quite stimulating, despite my knowledge 
of the great differences in concerns and contexts. So I talk 
about it whenever I can. And more so now when it is threat
ened by various circumstances and its sheer existence is at 
stake. But I would not do ic*. here since it will knock the 
seminar out of shape. I would only point to a few of its 
features that I find highly stimulating.

When 'Art and Crafts of India'was first suggested to 
me as the theme of this seminar it did sound rather tame; 
it was not hung around with issues. So I suggested the inter
polation of the word ^panorama*-, meaning by lt^a connected 
scene*', here of visual creativity. The presence of such a 
scene in certain parts of the world and the absence of it 
in others, and the richness of poverty that results from 
this, seemed to hold some potential for further thought.

logist (both of which
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About sixty years ago when I was still a small boy 
there was such a panorama (or connected scene of art 
activity) where I grew up. There was art in the home, on 
the street,in the workshops and studios, in the precincts 
of temples and mosques, in public festivals and fairs and 
3tto* this involved a lot of people. Looking back from here
I can recall that my mother herself commanded many skills.7rv*-K —
She was adept at weaving mats,̂ baskets and toys from coconut 
fronds, laying and burnishing lime-plaster floors; my aunt 
was an accomplished decorator of the floor and the wall with 
ritual drawings. Not far from our home there was a carpen
ter who was also a wood-carver , a brass-founder who was also 
an image-maker, and within quarter of a mile there was a 
temple that carried many painted wood carvings of great 
liveliness and finesse# I presume it was this environment 
that gave me the initial incitement to be what I am, quite 
early in my life. But that was a long time ago - though 
the picture is still very fresh and vivid in my mind.

When many years later I decided to learn art I joined 
an institution where the needs and advantages of such a 
panorama 1^&s^widely discussed. This institution was in
fluenced by the ideas of people^ like Ananda Coomaraswami 
to a greater or lesser degree^though not to the extent of 
standing with him to kx champion an immutable traditional 
society. But many people involved with it believed that the 
sustenance of a large spectrum of visual and other creativity 
had special value, in providing art^ on one hand^, many 
channels of contact with a society which was by no means 
homogeneous in interests or sensibility^and becomingy on 
the other^ an extensive green-house for what may be called 
an *art language1̂. Rabindranath Tagore, the founder of this 
institution, saw special virtue in this, particularly the



linguistic features of non-professional art and literature 
which he felt tended to be direct, limpid and earthy while 
the professional areas lapsed into over-refinement and 
often became self-defeating whirlpools of virtuosity and 
showmanship. In his words^one carried the body smells of 
life while the other was over-perfumed with culture.

I will not, personally, lay too much stress on the 
differences between the professional and non-professional 
categories of art. They are doubtless there; but these 
categories often shade one into the other. A non
professional may, with slight changes in circumstances, 
become a professional. Similarly a professional may choose 
to be a non-professional in attitude (which is to say, 
personalised or eccentric); in fact, on most of us who are 
called professional artists the title only fits to the 
extent that we are full-time practitioners; we are non
professional in attitude - we work in answer to an inner 
impulse, not an external behest.

So the real issue is around an art scene^has a place 
for various levels or categories of creativity whether 
professional or non-professional, leading to different 
packets of skill-sensibility balances and thereby to a 
larger range of practice amidst a larger number of people 
in a society.

The full implications of this attitude was not quite 
clear in the beginning even to its originators. These were
then, over-shadowed to an extent by other concerns - like

tk
the usefulness of such a panorama (1) to keep intact the 
lineaments of a united cultural ethos or (2) protect the 
human refinements of a compact pre-industrial society.
But through the years it has become clearer; or so I 
venture to think. At least in my case its effect has been 
considerable; it has remodelled my notions about art and



the inner structure of art practice.

I shall mention here how with a few illustrations.
And without any preamble . At this point in time, and in 
a country like yours, where as diverse works as those of

P,Paul Klee, Henri Matisse, $ablo Picasso, Henry Moore or 
Axy Anthony £aro are all taken wi$4\ equal seriousness (,and 
rightly so,) the seriousness and the senbibllity content of 
the diverse examples of Indian art and craft will, need no 
argument xx to establish. Fifty years ago it would have 
been difficult? ^ people would have been^ then hard put to 
life up a Bastar bronze with a South-Indian ritual image,
or, nearer here, a figure from Palmyra with a figure from

o
the Parthenon;then there was a sharp caste distinction amidst 
art objects; they were differentiated (even graded) as 
classical or primitive or felk or popular and kept in 
reasonable distance from each other. Today,even if we take 
recourse to certain classifications of art objects in 
terms of lesser or greater complexity,in concept or image , 
we are more open; we can accept that diverse works of art 
exemplify diverse configurations of sensibilities, and that 
the hierarchies are sometimes a little overdrawn.

When ±hsK* these diverse objects are lined up together, 
especially within a live tradition , they form different 
sectors of a total art language, responding to diverse ex- 
pressional or communicational needs of human beings in a 
certain environment . In the traditional panorama of 
Indian art the sectors strike strange, hh even adventurous, 
relationships with each other in both image structure and 
concept, mixing the factual with the fantasticythe realis
tic with the abstract, the ascetic with the erotic, the sy
mbolic with the dxsK descriptive. This naturally blurs 
categories even in the structure of the creative imagina^-r - 
tion, if we car^alk of something of that kind.
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/SO-low me, ha** here^to go on a few imaginary excur

sions into some pockets of the Indian 'craftland'* first, 
to a small village in North Gujarat, a state in Western 
India. It is summer, after the harvest the people are
relaxed and are preparing for the wedding season. Their

tv
huts made of clay and rough-hew# timber are being spruced 
up; mended, mud-washed and decorated. A girl is painting 
on the walls linear motifs of various kinds, usual to that 
part of the world. She is young, and she has not acquired 
any specific graphic skills. She draws with a corn-stem 
dipped in white clady, and what she can draw are simpleO'
shapes like triangles, squares, circles, curves, dots,

as
crosses etc,/arx one uses in learning the f alphabet.
What motifs she builds come out of a configuration of 
these. The final images, or group of images represent 
various things through formal and spatial correspondences. 
Many of these images are remarkably living and creative, 
even inventive^passing by the astonishing things they do 
to a drab wall to make it eye-worthy ^ thefr interest 

0/0t&Hvfc'MU itself leads one to think that the simplicity 
of the graphic components is not as much a$ shortcoming 
as a fillip to configurational adventure or resourcefulness.

Then, I go to see a potter making ritual images in an 
adjoining village. He throws on his simple wheel straight 
cylinders of various sizes and proportions, ^ome of ithese 
are squat.— b w x can be pots or bellies of animals.
Others are narrow and long;they could be either bottles or 
animals }limbs. ^5*maller piece5 can be jty bowls of animal 
head^ « A little considered pressure here and tkzx there and 
a little additional tooling changes thi®, magically, into the 
visage of a cow or ^  horse or ^  grimacing tiger.} (At few 
more additons transform into ^ demon^, Put together these 
pieces make a strange bestiary of challenging image, hardly
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naturalistic in the normal sense of the wojid, but still 
extrancingly, even hauntingly, real. This potter too 
does not command many graphic or modelling skills; what he 
has.a talent to metamorphose one object into another, even

A-
cross-project identities in a mid-way fusion-r^like a 
feline creased and jowled like a smug priest, a porcine 
elephant, a spectral hotrse. His technical limitations do 
not seem to cramp his style; instead they sy -saw to push 
him on into attempting engaging, often astonishing, meta
morphoses.

Later I stray into the workshop of an ivory-carver in 
Rajasthan, who still uses his age-old-^tools - the handftsaw, 
drill and file. He picks up a ]6iece of ivory and reads 
an image into it - may be a customary motif like a man on 
a or an elephant with a howdah; but in the finished
product the code image attains to a kind of novelty of 
presence^an^i aesthetic compactness. This compactness 
and presence in the image the carver conjures out of the 
ivory piece derives^ we could saŷ , from an ordered, even 
programmed ̂  use of tools. His tools work as an extension 
of his handras his hands work as an extension of his mind
(or whatever you call it). He too has not learnt sculpture
!/

in an art school; he has not made sketches and studies of 
animals as we are used to doing. Nevertheless he produces 
an itaage that has a structural animation tantamount to that 
its animal archetype. How much of this does he owe to him
self and how much to his use of the tools? You can find 
this out, to an extent, when you persuade him to change 
his tools. f̂ut a more versatile tool in his hand, you 
disturb the programming and the result is disastrous. The 
iconography, even the imagery of the object comes, as it 
were, from a close linking up of the eye, mind and tool as 
a single instrument for expression and response.

X
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Many more examples could be cited; but there I will be

taking too much of your time. And these are enough to demons-'£y:fertWe'He-<2A
trate, I hope, that such observation^ have special lessons 
for us. At least they have for me; I have learnt from 
these experiences that

1) there can be various kinds and levels of creativity;

2) less is sometimes more; a smaller ranee of skills 
need not always be a disadvantage, it can be an in- 
cen to innovation and configurational resourceful
ness;

3) the practfce of and response to art is aided and 
delimited by certain cultural and sensibility inputs 
and it is a proper gearing up or balance of these that 
ensures creativity;

4) certain sensibilities and imagery find easier expre
ssion while the passage is not too cramped, or locked 
up, by rigid skill and achievement norms.

I have certainly no predudice against skills and sophis
tication and will not trade away, for instance, the refined 
cave murals of Ajanta for a stack of Kalighat paintings or 
your celebrated Elgin marbles hx for a bunch of the so-called 

bronzes. What I like to see is a recognition of 
various categories of creativity - wit|i varying inputs and 
varying functional structure - and that they serve the various 
expressional needs of a sensitive human being.

The normal professional school does not quite recognize 
this plurality. Its model is simple - acquire the skills to 
delineate the world and inventory it within - carry it within 
you and it with your feelings and impulses - then bring
it out one day bearing the savour of your ̂ cestasy or the scars 
of your suffering-or something of this sort. Even the non
conformist innovations of today take shelter under the shadow
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of this model; it seeks to discipline the artist, if not 
reach out to his work. This attitude takes the pleasure 
out of art practice - saving it only for some well-built 
toughs - a few muscular Michelangelos (if that doesn't 
sound like a blasphemy here). It projects a shadow of 
tragedy (or at leqst frustration) on the artists' calling - 
the whole place resounds with the sigh that^'Art is long, 
life is short'. One can agree that life is really short 
measured against what all we want to accomplish and the 
practice of art is fraught with frustration at every step. 
(But nofl more than anything else.)Th^ Sisyphus image of 
the artist that this Tfrp up makes a lot of people - not 
cut out for that kind of masochistic heroism - shy away 
from real creativity.

Which is a pity. Like the growth of great literature^ 
a large environment of linguistic sensitivity, the growth 
of great art needs a large environment of visual creativity 
and response. In our present patterns of life the former 
is provided for (to a certain extent) but the latter is not. 
It Is useless to talk about the right response and patronage 
in its absence; real response is not induced by greater 
knowledge and information but greater visual sensibility 
in a broad spectrum.

This is a general jaralsiex problem; but I presume it is 
more acute and harder to solve in a fully industralised 
society; though I should not claim to know enough about it 
to harbour such a pxxssu presumption. In societies like ours 
where industrialisation is partial and has not completely 
wiped out certain patterns of corporate life and the cul
tural advantages that come with it, the solution mav be 
easier, if we are sensitive and have ̂ jhe^^man being (not
the GNP) in the centre of our vision, il should admit that

A £n~
we r«a rarely tend to be that far-sighted a*RS sensitive.
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But whatever that may be, I have a feelihg that there 
are people all over the world who are aware of this problem 
to a greater or lesser degree. During this tenn/the Ruskin 
School of Fine Arts organised a series of lectures around the

oquestion of patronage or support of the Arts in Jfodem 
Society (, as some of you -fcfittght have known). I had occasion 
to attend two of these. One was by Nigel Greenwood# who has 
been running a well-known gallery in London for nearly twenty 
years, aftear spending some time studying Art History at the

WvCvw/Courtauld Institute. Another was by Bii± Feaver, one of your 
well-established and provocative art critics. In his talk 
Nigel ctes«K dwelt a little on the unsavcury aspects of art 
trade, explaining how most galleries treated art like any 
other commodity, selling what sells jand passing over what does 
not, completely insensitive to the needs or health of the scene. 
He would rather do the opposite, be sensitive to what hk the 
scene needs and help talented young artists to come up in the 
scene. He declared^ even if it sounded a little pompous, that 
he chose to be a gallery man instead of being an art historian*, 
with an intention to make history not write history. Bill, too, 
poured scorn on the present day trends in the collection of art, 
saying how the wheeler-dealers and publicity men were manipula
ting, even corrupting, the scene and how, probably, the future 
of genuine art in this country lay in the organization of
small coterie/ of creative people, may be of non-professionals,

(1/who pointed for their own pleasure and did not subject them
selves to the pressures of the professional scene. So,here
are two individuals, one a gallery-man and another an art

ctocritic who are dissatisfied with the scene, and who a#e not ke.eC1 
too euphonic about the high prices aft objects w&£e fetching 
in the as auctions ( as the dailies ssy almost everyday)?and 
look for something beyond.
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It is when we shall look for that something beyond 7 
that what I have tried to say may seem to have relevance. 
Creativity can feel comfortable j#* and flourish only in a 
friendly communicatiee milieu, where people do not just 
suffer works of art or own it as property but respond to l^n\ 
iSfc positively at various levels of sensibility. Patronage 
of arts is not just buying works of art or providing the 
wherewithal for the artists to survive, but providing over 
and above this a rewarding response stratum. I believe
that the presence, or cultivation, of such a xfexafcotmx

K
stratum depends a lot on the simultaneous presence of 

various types of creativity*

t


